
 
 



Fishing Adventures 

With a hook and line in hand, Jovan Simonovic and Srdjan Blaf travel to some of the most beautiful  

corners of the world to fish in the untouched and un-spoilt environments.  

 

From the beautiful rivers in their native Slovenia and Bosnia, they travel to the rich waters of Greenland, 

Siberia and Mongolia. They travel further ahead to Africa and finally land on the shores of North and 

South America.  

 

While they fly fish, audiences can enjoy the breath-taking beauty of nature around them.  

 

  

 

   

 



Fishing Adventures 

Episodic Synopsis - Season 1 

 
Siskid (2 Episodes) 

Enjoy some majestic views as the Fishing Adventure (FA) team travels by jeep through some stunningly beautiful routes to reach river 

Siskid. Jovan and Srdjan fish for salmon, graling and lenok.  

 

Fishing in the Maldives (2 Episodes) 

FA team fishes in two styles, surface fishing and dzig fishing which takes them to great depths of the ocean in the beautiful Maldives.  

 

Angola – Finding Sailfish (2 episodes) 

Team FA narrowly misses the world-record mark in fish catching as they go about trying their luck in the waters of Angola in Africa.  

 

Montenegro – Big Game in Gerceg Novi (2 episodes) 

Team FA joins the local fishing competition in Montenegro. 

 

Italy – Delta of the River (2 episodes) 

Team FA is at the delta of river Po, which is home of giant catfish, carp and perch, but to succeed, the angler has to stand in the 

water.  

 

Switzerland’s Lakes (2 episodes) 

Switzerland is a land of many lakes. Team FA tries it at Zurich lake.  

 

Fishing in Netherlands (2 episodes) 

Team FA is introduced to special technique to catch perch and pike.  

 

Spain – Delta of River Ebro (2 episodes) 

Team FA travels around Barcelona and its famous aquarium and then catches catfish and sea bass on river Ebro.  
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Mongolia --- Taimen from the Ur (2 episodes) 

It’s Mongolia time again and team FA is at river Ur, staying in the traditional nomadic yurts and later catching taimen and lenok.  

 

Croatia – Big Game in Komiza (2 episodes) 

Catch the tuna with special ‘drift’ technique on the beautiful coasts of Croatia.  
 

Serbia – Next to the Djetinja (2 episodes) 

River Djetinja has a 20-kilometre stretch where one can fish and also stay in the lap of natural beauty. Team FA catches white fish with 

special long stick ‘stacks’ technique.  

 

Slovenia – Finding Sulc (2 episodes) 

Sulc is one of the most beautiful fish of Europe and river Sava is full of them. It’s also a ‘fish of a thousand throw’. Team FA goes after 

this elusive fish.  

 
Serbia – Special Nature Reserve, Kraljevac (2 episodes) 

Kraljevac is a protected area for rare wildlife. Lake Kraljevac is known for big catfish and capital carp. Watch team FA catching them 

in serene surroundings.  

 

Slovenia – King of he River Kolpa (2 episodes) 

The river Kolpa in region of Gorski Kotar separates the two countries - Croatia an Slovenia. The river is full of salmon, trout and  

grayling. Team FA filmed a rare spawning sequence.  

 

Italy – Around Mantua  

Enjoy spring and winter fishing on the river Minco.  
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Serbia – Fly Fishing Visocica  

Mountain "Stara planina" is located in the south of Serbia, along the border with Bulgaria. Pearl of the mountain, the river Visocica,  

arising from two mountain streams, has plentiful of rapids and whirlpools. It’s a challenge to catch brown trout here.  

 

Italy – Wallerklinik (3 episodes) 

Watch team FA catching 80+ pounder fish in the Wallerklinik lake in Mantua.  

 

Lapland – In the North of Sweden (3 episodes) 

North Sweden is a paradise for fishermen. There are forests, rivers and lakes all around. In these beautiful surroundings, the team FA is 

catching pike, brown trout and grayling.  

 

Atlantic – Great Atlantic Regatta (4 episodes) 

Team FA takes the route Christopher Columbus had taken 

and after a windy voyage of 20 days, reaches St. Lucia. 

In the process, it covered the core of Atlantic Ocean, 

fishing all the way around.  

 

New Zealand  (4 episodes) 

In the land of long white cloud, New Zealand, team FA 

takes audiences to many places of outstanding beauty 

and catches some of the finest fish of the island nation.  

 

 

   

 



Fishing Adventures 

Episodic Synopsis - Season 2 (2020) 

 
Fishing in the Cote D’Azur (2 Episodes) 

Along the steep slopes of the Alpes-Maritimes stretches the French Riviera, commonly known as the Cote d'Azur. The famous Cote 

d'Azur is one of Europe's most visited and attractive resorts. It is synonymous with glamor and high tourism. This part of the 

Mediterranean includes the famous centers of Saint Tropez, Cannes, Antibes, Nice, as well as the Principality of Monaco. We start 

from the western point of the Cote d'Azur and sail east. We felt the charm of small fishing villages, got to know the towns and fishing at 

sea. 

 

Russia – The Kola River 

The Fishing Adventures crew reach far north of Europe, the Cola Peninsula. We visit the city of Murmansk and fish on the wild and 

beautiful rivers of the famous Atlantic salmon. 

 

Slovenia – Fishing Taimen on River Ljubljanica  

Mladica (taimen) is certainly one of the most attractive salmonid fish species in Europe. The Sava River and the river Ljubljanica are 

the habitat of capital specimen. It is  not easy to catch them, though. This is why they are known as the fish of a thousand throw. 

 

Slovenia – Around Kocevje 

An episode in Slovenia, a municipality which is famous for salmon, carp, catfish and bears! 

 

Switzerland – Anglers from Lake Constance (4 Episodes) 

In search of attractive fishing spots, the Fishing Adventures team visits many Swiss waters. And there are indeed many of them in the 

land of William the Tel, at the foot of the Alps. It is difficult to decide which place is more beautiful here --- whether mountainous 

landscapes, picturesque settlements or deep glacial reservoirs. Lake Constance lies between Switzerland, Austria and Germany. It is 

a real paradise for tourists and especially for sport fishermen.  
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Bosnia and Herzegovina – (3 Episodes) 

Bosnia and Herzegovina - an authentic geographical and historical area, rich in cultural heritage and great natural attractions. It is 

a hot and rugged country where life rises only along rivers. Neretva river is the longest and strongest among them. This fast-paced 

mountain beauty is the vein of all the areas it passes through. Downstream of Mostar, it has retained its unusual fish world.  
 

Seychelles (4 Episodes) 

Seychelles is a small island state, located in the middle of the Indian Ocean, some thousand and a half kilometers from the east coast 

of Africa. It is a land of everlasting sun, exotic tropical vegetation, turquoise sea and beautiful beaches. Seychelles has 115 islands, 

of which 33 are inhabited. They form an archipelago with a total land area of 459 square kilometers. The Seychelles Granite and 

Coral Islands have become important tourist destinations, recognizable for their emerald lagoons and white sandy beaches. 

Biologists, ornithologists and all other worshipers of untouched nature here can admire unusual plants and rare animal species. The 

civilization here did not interfere too much with the fingers, both on land and in water. That's why Seychelles' fish richness is amazing.  

 

Spain – Fishing on River Ebro (2 episodes) 

The territory of Spain is crossed by five large rivers, the most abundant of which is the Ebro River. In its middle and lower reaches, it 

was slowed down and tamed by the construction of concrete dams above which long and deep reservoirs were formed. They are 

best known for the places of Flix, Fish Rocha and Mekinenza. For sport anglers, these waters are paradise.   

 

Mongolia --- Taimen from the Ur (2 episodes) 

It’s Mongolia time again and team FA is at river Ur, staying in the traditional nomadic yurts and later catching taimen and lenok.  

 

Croatia – Big Game in Komiza (2 episodes) 

Catch the tuna with special ‘drift’ technique on the beautiful coasts of Croatia.  
 

Serbia – Next to the Djetinja (2 episodes) 

River Djetinja has a 20-kilometre stretch where one can fish and also stay in the lap of natural beauty. Team FA catches white fish with 

special long stick ‘stacks’ technique.  
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Slovenia – Finding Sulc (2 episodes) 

Sulc is one of the most beautiful fish of Europe and river Sava is full of them. It’s also a ‘fish of a thousand throw’. Team FA goes after 

this elusive fish.  

 
Serbia – Stara Planina Nature Park (2 Episodes) 

Stara Planina lies in the southeast of Serbia. It is an area of dense forests, meadows and pastures, intersected by still fast and clear 

watercourses, rich in indigenous river crabs and brook trout. Clear watercourses add extra charm to this mountain. The gorges of the 

river and other hard-to-reach cuttings have a fascinating effect on sport anglers too, who have been catching large trout here for 

years. 

 

Mongolia – National Park Siskid (2 Episodes) and Camp on the River Selenga (4 Episodes) 

National park in the north of Mongolia on the border with Siberia is actually the beginning of the Yenisey River. The series shows the 

life of Mongol nomads in their ancient villagesIn addition tajmen river is rich with trout and grayling. 

Selenga is Mongolia's largest river. It is created by the merger of Ider and Delger Moron, in the south of Huvsgul, a vast province 

stretching all the way to the border with Siberia. It is a harsh, mountain-steppe region where only wild animals and nomads meet with 

their herds. Centuries passed and the ancient customs and modes of economy, formed by the strict laws of nature, never changed 

here. One gets the impression that time has stopped in the hills around Selenga. Only the river flows cold and fast. In its bowels, it also 

hides some of the most attractive freshwater fish, such as the taimen.  

 

Italy – Fishing on River Po (2 Episodes)  

From its source in the Cottian Alps to its confluence with the Adriatic Sea, the Po River flows through the vast and fertile Plain of 

Padua, which has often been flooded in the past. That is why today the largest Italian river, with its entire length of over 650 

kilometers, is surrounded by embankments and numerous dams and irrigation canals have been built throughout its basin. Po is rich in 

various types of fish. From the trout in the source area to the huge flocks of mullets and downwaters.  
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Montenegro – Big Game Cup in Gerceg Novi (2 Episodes) 

Thirty kilometers long Boka Kotorska is the largest and most beautiful bay on the steep and relatively poorly demarcated 

Montenegro coast. In the middle of September the city Herceg Novi began organizing a new sporting event several years ago:  

big-game fishing, that is, catching tuna, swordfish and other large offshore predators. 

 

Serbia – The Danube River in the Iron Gates (5 Episodes) 

Between its middle and lower reaches, the Danube breaks through Iron Gates, the longest and most impressive gorge in Europe. By 

damming the mighty river and building a huge reservoir, navigating this Serbian-Romanian strait has become much easier and safer. 

The Iron Gates is visited by people because of its rich cultural and historical heritage, natural beauty, hunting and fishing. Our team 

enjoyed it. We have been fishing carp, catfish, perch and pumpkin, and have done it very successfully. 

 

Carp from Samalia (2 Episodes) 

In recent decades, carp fishing has seen a 

massive boom. An increasing number of people 

are fishing for this attractive fish. One of the 

good, carp waters is also in Serbia in the village 

of Samaila. This is a true oasis for fishing. Topping 

with large carp for many is also the ultimate 

excitement.  
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